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Problem

- Patients have low thyroid symptoms but their thyroid blood tests and other tests are normal
- Patients that are on thyroid medicine and their thyroid tests are normal but they still aren’t feeling well

Solution

- TSH & Temperature = Simplicity & Success

Purpose of T3 is to set the speed of DNA transcription, the speed of life

- Corepressor (CoR) is displaced
- Coactivator (CoA) is recruited
- DNA transcription is accelerated

Kliwer SA, Umesono K, Mangelsdorf DJ, Evans RM (January 1992). "Retinoid X receptor interacts with nuclear receptors in retinoic acid, thyroid hormone and vitamin D3 signalling". *Nature* 355 (6359): 446–9. doi:10.1038/355446a0. PMID 1310351
• Kinetic energy is proportional to temperature

\[ E = \frac{1}{2} m v^2 = \frac{3}{2} k T \]

• When we measure temperature we are measuring velocity

Video:
The higher the temperature the higher the amplitude of movement
• 3 of the 4 “Vital signs” have to do with speed:

1. Respiratory Rate
2. Heart Rate
3. Metabolic Rate (temperature)
4. Blood Pressure

• Speed is important and that’s regulated by the thyroid system
Thyroid hormone blood tests can’t measure thyroid hormone expression because they don’t measure body temperature.
Step 1: Supply

• Is the person euthyroid or hypothyroid?
  • Patients who have been taking thyroid medicine for years may never have been hypothyroid, or may no longer be. What was their TSH before starting thyroid medicine?
  • Patients with a history of borderline hypothyroidism might fully recovered if their thyroid glands and pathways are properly supported and reset.
  • T4 and RT3 can down regulate the deiodinase enzyme. Patient might not need T4 for supply and it might be impairing conversion.
  • Can wean with herbal and nutritional support, or with T3
Step 2: Conversion

- If TSH is normal and Temperature is low then patient likely has a conversion problem.
  - Purpose of thyroid is to provide normal metabolic rate, or in other words, normal temperature. If temperature isn’t normal then management isn’t optimal.
- Encourage conversion
  - Provide Herbal and Nutritional support
  - Decrease T4 and RT3, by weaning T4 medicine or by using T3
  - Decrease stress
  - Detoxify, diet and exercise
Step 3: Temperature

- The parameter that correlates best with patients’ symptoms is body temperature.
- Measured during the day with an oral thermometer, when temperature is supposed to be its highest.
How to Measure the Temperature

- By mouth with a Geratherm thermometer (liquid metal)
- Every 3 hours
- 3 times a day, starting 3 hours after waking
- For several days (not the 3 days prior to the period in women since its higher then) for diagnosis.
- You can also encourage your patients to check their temperatures when they feel their best and when they feel their worst, so they can see the correlation.
What the TSH is missing
Mainstream Medical Research Shows:

• Hypothermia can cause mental dullness, forgetfulness
• Hypothyroidism must be ruled out before a diagnosis of PMS can be made. What does that tell us?
• In one study, 75% of the women with PMS had subclinical hypothyroidism. There was complete resolution in over 60% of them when treated with T4

• Thyroid function should be checked in patients with Panic Disorder and Generalized Anxiety Disorder
• Hypothyroidism often presents with obesity
• Hypothyroidism can cause low libido, sexual dysfunction
• Women with hypothyroidism tend to have edema that should be treated with thyroid medicine.
• Fluid retention causes fibromyalgia-like symptoms


• Hypothyroidism causes headaches. Hypothyroidism is a treatable cause of secondary headaches.
• Subclinical hypothyroidism is an exacerbating factor for migraine headache!
• Carpal tunnel syndrome is common in patients with hypothyroidism, even when medicine makes their tests normal.
• In Irritable bowel syndrome, tests should be done if there is even a hint of hypothyroidism. What’s that tell us?

• Hypothyroidism can cause insomnia
• First consideration for telogen (non-pigmented bulb) hair loss is hypothyroidism. Triggered by stress, surgery
• T3 can correct up to 50% of treatment-resistant depression

T3 (Triiodothyronine) active thyroid hormone that stimulates the thyroid hormone receptor

- Stressful lifestyle and excessive dieting are well known to impair T4 to T3 conversion
Typical stressors that can lower the body temperature

- Childbirth (No. 1 cause)
- Divorce
- Death of a loved one
- Job or family stress
- Surgery or Accidents
- Heavy metal toxicity (e.g., mercury)
- Bromine, Fluorine, Chlorine; especially a mixture of compounds that contain these
Can the Metabolism Slow Down and Stay Down?

- People can experience sustained depression of the metabolic rate after moderate or massive weight loss, even after re-feeding.

80% of T3 is produced and regulated intracellularly in a time-specific and tissue-specific fashion.

This regulation and control is invisible to blood tests.

A great deal of the T3 stimulation of the nucleus depends on the intracellular conversion of T4 to T3, and that’s regulated.

Ubiquitin Proteasome Pathway

• Key regulatory system for protein levels
• Ubiquitin is found in every cell
• When a protein is tagged with a chain of at least 4 ubiquitin, it is tagged for digestion by proteosome and amino acids are recycled
• This is the key pathway that regulates the activity of D2 which converts T4 to T3
- T4 and rT3 both accelerate the destruction of type II deiodinase (D2), decreasing the half-life of D2 by as much as 50%, slowing the conversion of T4 to T3
- This can explain why many patients don’t feel well on T4-containing medicine
- Some people feel better on herbs than on T4

Can the peripheral conversion get persistently bogged down even though the 1/2 life of RT3 is a few hours and the 1/2 life of D2 is less than an hour?

- Have you ever felt refreshed after a 5 minute nap?
- What happened in those 5 minutes?
- Would it have happened if you had not taken the nap?
- Dynamic systems can sometime get stuck out of balance.
• With good T4 to T3 conversion, T4 medicine may improve a patient’s temperature (expression).
• With poor T4 to T3 conversion, T4 medicine and RT3 may make conversion worse.
• This can explain why some patients feel worse and worse when their T4-containing medicine is increased
• When we’re driving down the road and we’re wondering how fast we’re going, we look at the speedometer not the gas gauge.
• A thermometer is literally a speedometer
• The body temperature is not a good measure of the metabolic rate. It’s an exact measure.
People don’t have hypothyroid symptoms without having a low body temperature.
• How many have seen temperatures normalized with herbs and nutrients alone? Results?

• How many have seen temperatures normalized with T3 alone? Results?
Conclusion

- TSH and body temperature are most predictive in helping patients feel well.

- Low body temperature can result from either inadequate supply centrally, or inadequate conversion, expression peripherally.

- High TSH indicates low thyroid hormone supply. Normal TSH and low temperature indicates intracellular peripheral problem invisible to thyroid blood tests.